PART 1: THE MATERNAL ANCESTORS OF JAMES REID
CHAPTER 1: EARLY ANCESTORS
Great Britain
The ancestry of James Reid and Harriet Valentine originates in Great Britain. Today,
Great Britain is made of Ireland, Scotland, England, and Wales.
The Celts arrived in Britain circa 1100 BC. Julius Caesar invaded in 43 AD, and the
Romans remained until 410 when the Saxon heptarchy was established. Christianity
spread during the time of St. Augustine. Circa 660 the Celts retreated to Wales. The
The Vikings arrived during the 9th century and eventually established Danish law. In
950 the Saxons and Janes united and became ''Anglo-Saxons". William the Conqueror
led the Normans in the conquest of England in the 12th century. By the 13th century, the
courts were the center of English government. Edward I was intent on conquering
Scotland, but the Scottish nation resisted English conquest. Although the Scottish
received aid from the French, the English continued their invasions and presence in the
Scottish Lowlands. Castles were built to defend against the border disputes. The
hostility lasted for three centuries.
By the end of the 13th century, England had four million people. There was a large
group of impoverished citizens due to the overpopulation and natural disasters. In 1348,
the Black Plague began and eventually reduced the population by one third. The feudal
system now had landowners seeking tenants and had to resort to leasing the plots to the
peasants.
In the Middle Ages, the Church in England was Catholic, headed by the pope in Rome.
The popes were often French in the 14th Century, and as the French were not allies of
the English, the English Catholics were opposed to the pope. The churches were
somewhat autonomous, and the bishops were allies to the kings. With literacy, there
was an increase in mystical writings and personal spiritual life. And the first translation
of the bible was considered heresy.
During the 14th and 15th centuries, there were civil wars in Scotland. Regional dialects
hindered the growth of a national language. London was established as the capital and
its dialect became the standard. There was an increase in demand for goods and
labor. An entrepreneurial class of capitalists arose followed by inflation and
unemployment.
In the 16th century, the castles were exchanged for the market town. Schools arose in
the churches. The Anglican Church was born out of the divorce of Henry VIII.
Catholicism remained, but the pope was not the head of the Anglican Church. This was
followed by Protestantism, persecution, and reinstatement of the Anglican Church.
The lowlands of Scotland also saw the Reformation replace the feudal culture. But the
Highlands were slower to change.
By 1707, Scotland had joined the United Kingdom. William of Orange and Mary were
on the throne. Protestantism was predominant throughout England.
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Derivation of Reid
The name of Reid comes from the color RED, an indication that the early Reids had red
hair and a ruddy complexion. The Latin equivalent is "Ruffus"; the Gaelic equivalent is
"Ruadh”. One of the earliest recordings comes from Alaister Ruadh of Strathardle in the
fifteenth century.
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There are many different spellings of the name. By the eighteenth century, the same
people commonly used Reid and Reed interchangeably, and both spellings must be
checked in the documents. The name even appears as Ried.
Ireland and Scotland
The Reid family can be found in Wigtonshire, Scotland as early as 1684. But some of
the family is found living in Ireland in the 1770's. The family seemed to have made several
journeys back and forth from one settlement to the other over many decades.

Early Ancestors in Wigtonshire, Scotland
Lying in the northern part of Great Britain, Scotland is a land of many open spaces, with
Highland Mountains and numerous lochs, green forests, and castles. Wigtonshire was a
county in the southwest portion of Scotland. The western seaboard of Wigtonshire is a
short distance, some 40 miles, to the eastern shores of Ireland. Wigtonshire is 32 miles
in length and 29 miles in breadth - 480 square miles. The land is covered with hills and
the coast is indented with bays. The main city in the area is Wigton. In the 10th century,
the Anglican Church was established here.
By the 13th century, Wigtonshire was a lively mediaeval town and the center of
sheriffdom with a courtyard castle and a Dominican priory. There was a 13th century
castle here with a drawbridge. This is an area of orderly landscapes, gentle hills,
occasional cottages, and meandering creeks. Roads are sparse. It is an area rich in
archaeology and history, castles and towers, abbeys, and stone circles.
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Members of the Reid family are found in the lowlands of Scotland, specifically the
Wigtonshire area, as early as 1684 when Alexander Reid, and his son, as well as
• register.
Jannet Reid, were listed on the roll of the Wigtonshire Parish

Wigtonshire,
Scotland

Down,
Ireland

Since the Reids were in the Wigtonshire area at that time, they would have been aware
of what later became Wigtonshire's most famous tourist landmark. In 1683 five residents
of Wigtonshire were martyred for adhering to their Presbyterian faith. They were tied to
stakes and allowed to drown with the incoming tide. Among the names of the dead were
Margaret MacLauchlan, aged 63, and Margaret Wilson, age 18. Today, a monument
marks the site, but the water has receded significantly and now stands in marsh. In
1683, the Reid family lived about 5 miles from the site of the martyred victims. This
martyrdom was not uncommon. Between 1620 and 1660, there were more than 600
people that were tortured and burnt for religious and political offenses by both
Episcopalian and Presbyterian authorities.

Wigton Martyr Site
By 1730 the Anglican Church had been replaced by a pre-reformation church.
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In the 18th century, there were several parish divisions. Wigtonshire was composed of
sixteen parishes: Kirkcolm, Leswalt, Port Patrick, Stoneykirk, Kirkmajden, Inch, New
Luce, Old Luce, Kirkcowan, Mochrum, Glasserton, Whithorn, Sorbie, Kirkinner, Wigton,
and Penninghame. The Reid Family had made their homes in Port Patrick, Old Luce,
Kirkcowan and Penninghame. Today, Wigtonshire is in the Galloway and Dumfries a
region on Southern Scotland.
Early Ancestors in Ireland
Ulster
For some reason, some members of the Reid family left Wigtonshire, Scotland and by
1790, they had immigrated to Northern Ireland, also known as Ulster. In the 17th
century, Presbyterians from Scotland settled in Ulster. This settlement was called
the Plantation .
Documentation from Ireland is sparse. Early national censuses are missing. The early
and mid-1800 censuses are inaccurate. Many parish records have not survived the
Irish turmoil. However, it is possible to determine the areas in Ireland that the Reid
family came from through some oral tradition and some Scottish documentation.
The Reids’ lived in Ulster circa 1760's to 1820's. There are three cities associated with
the Reid family:
Ballyinahinch
Ballyinahinch is a city lying 12 miles south of Belfast in County Down. James Reid's
great grandfather was from Ballyinahinch.
Cranfield
There is a Cranfield in County Antrim, on the northern coast of Ulster, lying 50 miles
north of Ballyinahinch. There is also a Cranfield Point in County Down, on the southern
coast lying 50 miles south of Ballyinahinch.
Warren (Warrenpoint)
One of the villages that James Reid's great grandparents lived in was called Warren in
County Down.
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Warrenpoint
County Down was the first Ulster County
to be colonized by the Normans circa
1300. The major Gaelic families were
O'Neil, McGuinnes, McQuillan,
McCartan, and MacGilmore. Under the
old Gaelic system this area was a part of
the O'Neill's territory (O'Nele on the 1567
map) and was called Dalraida. The
county maintained its independence
even during the Norman invasion. But in
1603, O'Neill and the tribes of Ulster
were defeated, and the British began to
settle in the area. The native Irish
population was predominantly Catholic,
whereas the Scottish were Presbyterian,
and the English were Protestant.
Emigration
After 1770, the Irish population began to grow rapidly. Between 1801 and 1921, 8
million people emigrated from Ireland. Due to the problems in Ireland, emigration was a
part of the cycle of life. The Irish had to become very mobile people. In 1801 the
population was 6 million. By 1841 it was 8 million. Then there was a period of decline.
By 1901 it was 4.5 million. There are several factors that contributed to the rise in
population during the 18th and 19th centuries. There was a swing from pastureland
towards crop development. Wasteland was cultivated. The potato was available as a
staple food, reducing mortality levels. There was a steady food supply from 1740 to
1820.
But the growth in population was related to the need for emigration. Land within families
had to be divided between descendants with each generation. The land that supported
one family in one generation would have to support several families in the next
generation. In 1841 only 30% of the families were landowners; 70% were landless . The
young adults were especially affected. With a bleak future they chose to emigrate. Many
emigrated to America and other lands. But many chose to immigrate to Scotland, as it
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was closer. The migration of the people between Ireland and Scotland was common
especially from the eastern shores of Northern Ireland to the western shore of Southern
Scotland. This was true for the Reid family.
Seasonal variations also accounted for some temporary emigration to Scotland.
Migrant workers would travel to Scotland where their labor was needed, although the
pay was low.
Another serious reason for emigration was the potato famines of the 1820's and 18451849. There were some 800,000 deaths related to the famines. The poor and weak
were not able to emigrate. Another reason for emigration was that immigrant settlers
wrote back to Ireland of their new economic prosperity encouraging the others to follow.
The Reids began to return to Scotland over the years between 1805 and 1820.
Religion
The migration back and forth between Ireland and Scotland became a way of life. But
the religious life was not so easily adapted to. Scotland had adopted the Reformation
whereas Ireland had resisted, and Catholicism was maintained.
The eighteenth century saw the native Gaelic Irish, Catholic Old English, and a
significant Protestant minority, consisting of Presbyterian and Episcopalian. The
Catholics were a large population of rural poor people. By 1728, the Penal Laws had
been passed. Catholics were not permitted to educate their children, join many
professions, or own a horse worth more than five pounds. The laws were effective in
weakening the Catholic economics. The Catholics were not allowed to own land and
what remained from Catholic ancestors soon belonged to descendants that were willing
to leave Catholicism.
By the 1790's, a group of young, professional Irishman from the counties of Antrim and
Down formed the Belfast Society of United Irishmen. They promoted full political rights
for Catholics. But most Catholics were too poor to be concerned with politics. The
majority of Protestants in Ulster were very much against Catholic reform. The two
groups engaged in religious uprisings. In June of 1798, an uprising began in
Ballynahinch. During this period, some of the Reid family lived in Ballynahinch; others
lived in Cranfield to the north. The uprising spread and 30,000 people died in July and
August. This was known as the "horrors of Ninety-Eight".
The tide turned in 1801 when unionism was born. The Catholic lot improved somewhat,
and their growing prosperity angered Protestants.
The voyage to Scotland was noticeably short but posed a major religious problem.
Those with the finances available preferred to make the long trip to America where
there was religious freedom. The early emigrants to Scotland, prior to 1840, were less
attached to their Catholic religion than those that emigrated after the great famine of the
1840's.
It is not known at this time if the Reids belonged to the Catholic or Protestant group.
There is evidence to suggest they were Protestant. It is known that the Catholic Church
attempted to prevent inter-faith marriages. But the Reid family integrated with Protestant
spouses in Scotland. And it is known that many of the emigrants from the northern
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counties in Ulster, Antrim and Down, were Protestant. On the other hand, it is also
believed that the landowner of the Reid's property in Scotland desired to have Catholic
workers because of their higher moral values. And the majority of the Irish population
was Catholic. However, since the Reid family was settled in Scotland before the new
landowner had occupied TorhouseMuir, it may be that they remained there and lived
with Irish Catholic emigrants.
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